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Description:

Woodland fairies
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

This design is by Kateryna, a cross stitch designer based in Ukraine, drawing her inspiration in folk tales and
nature, in particular her beloved magical forest.
Indeed, if you look very close you will spot the tiny fairies, with sheer wings and light dresses. One of them is
sitting on a swing, so light a pair of butterflies can hold the cord. The fairies live in a mushroom house with steps
leading up to a tiny wooden door, surrounded by flowers and many woodland friends: butterflies and lady birds,
rabbits, hedgehogs, birds and a red fox.

The pattern was cross stitched over 2 threads on 32 Ct. Zweigart Murano/Lugana 3984/6016 Olive. It could be
stitched on any green, yellow, beige, or even pink background fabric, provide there is enough countrast with the
white.
A cross stitch pattern by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess.
>> see more Stitchy Princess designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Woodland fairies

Chart size in stitches: 123 x 123
Needlework fabric: 32 Ct. Zweigart Murano 3984/6016 Olive
Size on 14ct Aida/28ct linen: 8.8 x 8.8 inch (22.3 x 22.3 cm)
>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch, half-stitch
Chart: Color and B&W, includes overview for Digital stitching
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 14

Themes: woodland, tiny fairy, primitive, sampler, mushroom, summer, flower, magic, fox, ukrainian folk tales

>> see all patterns with Fairies (all designers)
>> see all patterns with Mushoom (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
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